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Abstract-Many chemical engineering processes involve a reaction betkveen a diffusing 
substance and an immobile solid phase. The usual treatments are based on the as- 
sumptions that either diffusion or reaction dominates. Instead. w’e shall model an iso- 
thermal process in which reaction and diffusion are of the same order ;I> would occur. 
for instance. in low temperature coke burning. Mass balance5 then lead to a parabolic 
system for the concentrations of the two phases. The system can be reduced to a scalar 
parabolic problem for the cumulative gas concentration. The popular pseudo-steady- 
state approximation is then obtained by setting the porosity E equal to zero. This pseudo- 
steady-state problem is an elliptic problem in which time appears only as a parameter 
in the boundary condition. In previous work. we have shown that the pseudo-steadv- 
state solution provides an O(E) approximation to the exact concentration. uniformly in 
space and time. The present paper is concerned with estimates for the conversion. that 
is. the fraction of solid that has been converted to products by time r. We obtain bounds 
for the conversion in terms of a similar quantity (explicitly calculable in some cases) 
for the pseudo-steady-state problem. 
Kc? Words rold Pizmsc~s: Gas-solid reaction. partial differential equations. nonlinear 
equations. chemical reaction engineering. free boundary problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Some important problems of current interest in chemical reaction engineering involve the 
interaction of diffusing substances with immobile solid phases (Del Borghi. Dunn and 
Bischoff [ 11. Froment and Bischoff 171, lshida and Wen 131. Johnson and Hindmarsh (41. 
Sohn and Braun [S]. Sohn and Szekely [6]). Processes of this type include ore reduction. 
retorting of oil shale. catalyst regeneration. and. by changing the direction of the solid 
reaction, catalyst deactivation. To fix ideas, we shall consider the simplest case of the 
combustion of a porous solid as it reacts with a diffusing gas. The reaction is assumed to 
be irreversible and to proceed isothermally. We suppose there is only one reacting species 
of gas and one of solid. (One of the authors is preparing another paper treating the case 
oftwo reacting species of solids.) Toavoid cumbersome terminology. the qualifier “reacting 
species” will be omitted. Under the assumption of equimolar counterdiffusion and con- 
stant effective diffusivity and porosity, the nondimensional governing equations em- 
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bodying mass conservation of the gas and oi the solid become 
(la) 
(lb) 
which hold for t > 0 in the domain 0 occupied by’ the solid whose boundary is I‘. The 
associated initial conditions are chosen as 
C‘(.t-. 0) = 0, S(.t-, 0) = I (1c.d) 
and the boundary condition as 
c+ 
dC 
“In= I: XEI‘. t > 0. (lc) 
Here C is the nondimensional gas concentration referred to its ambient value and S is the 
nondimensional solid concentration referred to its constant initial value. A point in space 
has the position vector x = (xi. x7 _. x3) and h is the Laplacian in these space coordinates. 
The nondimensional porosity E is usually of the order IO-’ while the familiar Thiele’s 
modulus $’ that measures the relative strength of reaction to diffusion will be in the range 
of I to 100 in the problems of interest to us. By nondimensionalizing the length scale. the 
volume 1 R 1 of 0 has been made equal to 1. In (le), cx 2 0 is a given constant and tr is 
the outward normal to IY. If u > 0. we have a fluid film on the surface which leads to a 
surface gas concentration below ambient. The case cy = 0. known as the Dirichlet problem. 
is an idealization in which the gas concentration on the boundary of the solid is equal to 
the ambient concentration. The initial condition on C means that the solid will be consumed 
at the slowest possible rate so that the conversion estimates obtained will be on the 
conservative side. 
For the nondimensional reaction rate f(C. S), we shall choose the form 
f( c. S) = C”S”, c > 0. s ) 0 (?a) 
where p, y are arbitrary nonnegative real numbers. Of course. .f vanishes if either C or 
S is zero. In deriving our results for the conversion. we will need to specialize to the case 
p = I. that is. 
.fcc. S) = CS”. c > 0. s > 0. (37) 
Fortunately. this special case is also the most important one in practice. 
The range ( I - 100) chosen for 6’ can be regarded as an intermediate one in which both 
diffusion and reaction are significant. The analysis would be much simplified if either 
reaction or diffusion dominated. It is perhaps worth discussing these limiting cases first 
before proceeding more generally. If diffusion dominates. C will quickly reach the value 
I throughout 0 so that conditions are essentially uniform in the solid and S decays at all 
points according to i)S/i~ = - f( I, S). If reaction dominates. the reaction will at first take 
place only near the boundary where C is largest and the solid there will be almost com- 
pletely consumed before the gas can penetrate the solid to any appreciable depth: this 
narrows reaction zone then moves inward through the solid-the so-called “shrinking 
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core” model. In the range of 6’ that we shall consider. neither limiting case is applicable: 
instead, the reaction process is distributed throughout the solid but not in a uniform 
manner. 
Our goal is to analyze the nonlinear. parabolic. boundary-initial value 
when f has the form (?a) and (2b). 
problem ( I a-e) 
ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS IN THE GENERAL CASE 
It is easy to see that (la-e). (2a) admit the steady state S = 0. C = I Clearly St.\-. t) 
decreases monotonically to zero as f tends to infinity. For an asymptotic analysis as t -+ 
x. McNabb [7] has shown the usefulness of introducing the c,rrr,rrr/trtji.c~ (gas) c,or2c,c’/lf,.rltic,11 
’ dJ(.t-, f) = Us. T) dT. (3) 
Integrating (la) from time 0 to r. and using (3). we find that $ satisfies 
e$ - A* = -@‘[I - S] 
tJJ(.u, 0) = 0. (9 + ad*/dtz),~ = t. 
Setting 6 = t - n, we obtain 
E 2 - A-q = E + 6’11 - S] 
q(s. 0) = 0, (7) + cdqh)r- = 0. 
(4) 
Thus n increases monotonically to (E + $‘)z! where 70) is the solution of the linear elliptic 
problem 
- A7’ = 1, (71 + a!d7dtm,,. = 0. (6) 
It is known that (6) has one and only one solution, and. moreover. that this solution is 
positive in R. In some cases, 7h) can be found explicitly and simple bounds are available 
in the Dirichlet problem (cu = 0). If we set 11 7’ ll = max 7~t.r). it can be shown (Bandle 181) 
that, for cy = 0. 
117~11 5 II ‘1’ III II 7’ II 5 II z II 
where 11‘ is the solution of (6) for a ball of the same volume as (2 and : is the solution of 
(6) for any domain enclosing R. The first of these gives the explicit bound (with 1 f2 1 = 
I) 
I/ 7’ l/ 5 (1/6)(3/4?~)“~. 
In any event. we have the bounds 
(7) 
which implies that lim IJJ(.v, t) = x, uniformly on fi. 
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REDUCTION T(, r. SCALAR PROBLEM IN CASE (7b) 
Equation (lb) can be rewritten (for S ;> 0) as 
which, when integrated from 0 to t. becomes 
dtriu’/ = f(S) 
where I(S) has the explicit form 
IX) 
(9) 
Note that ItO+ ) is finite for (/ < I and infinite for (1 2 I. In the latter case. (8) has one 
and only one positive solution S(4) for each 41 > 0. If I(0 + ) is finite. a unique positive 
solution for S is obtained only if 4 < /CO+ ) and. when dJ 2 f(O+ 1. we have S = 0. Thus. 
full conversion will occur in finite time if (/ < I. In either ca\e. MC can write (3) as a 
.rc~~/tr,- parabolic problem for ti: 
where A(&) = I - S(G) is a continuous, increasing function from do = 0 to dr = /(O-t 1 
and is identically one for & P I(0 + ). From (9). WC note the two special cases: a) if r/ = 
0. then A(rL) = rlr for 0 5 dJ < I and A(*,) = I for \lJ 2 I; b) if ci = I. A(rlr) = I - expr -\lr) 
for 111 2 0. 
THE PSEUDO-STEADY-STATE PROBLEM 
If E is small. it may be legitimate to neglect E in (IO). The resulting problem is an elliptic 
one in which t appears only as a parameter in the boundary conditions: 
(II) 
Thus. we have to solve a space problem for each fixed t. The solution of ( I I) is a function 
of .\- and r. denoted by WC.\-. t). Since (I I) is usually~ an easier problem to solve than (IO), 
it is important to know, when W provides a good approximation to 111. This question was 
settled in Stakgold. Bischoff and Gokhale (91 and in Stakgold \ 101. Estimates were obtained 
for W’ and i~Wli/r and the parabolic problem for W - 11~ was examined. leading to the 
inequalities 
Thus. W provides an O(E) approximation to 4. uniformly in space-time. We also note that, 
from the maximum principle. both 11 and W are largest on the boundary. 
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CONVERSION ESTIMATES 
The quantity A(d~(.r. t)) gives the fraction of solid converted to products at position .Y 
up to time t. The or~~rll fraction of solid converted up to time f is then given by 
y(t) = A($(.\-. t)) d.r 
where we recall that ) R / = 1. The co~71~1.siot7 y(t) is strictly increasing up to time f~ 
(finite only if q < 1) at which time all solid has been converted. Clearly y(r) tends to I 
as t tends to infinity. The time t,,, at which the overall fraction 177 of solid has been converted 
is given by f,,, = y-'(777). If full conversion can be achieved in finite time (that is. (1 i 




A( W(.u, t)) d\-. T,,, = o- ‘(177). 
(1 
In view of (7) and (I?), we have 
r - (E + 4’) /) 7’ 11 5 dJ 5 w 5 t. 
and, since A is monotone increasing, 
A(r - (E + c$‘) (1 11 jl) 5 A($) 5 A(W) 5 A(f). 
so that 
A(t - (E + 4’) I/ 1’11) 4 y(t) 5 w(t) 5 A(t). 
On inverting. we find 
A ~ ’ (!?I) 5 T,,~ 5 r,,, 5 A _ ’ (/?I) + (E + 6,‘) /I is // 
and. in the case of full conversion. 
(I?) 
I(Oi-) 5 71 5 tl 5 I(o+) + (E + 4:) j( 7’ 11. ( I-1) 
For full overall conversion to occur. we must have complete conversion at every point 
.Y. The time 7, is therefore characterized by 
Min Wk. 7,) = /(O-t). 
\ts1 
Hence A( W(.Y. TV 1) = I and W(x. 7,) satisfies 
-Aw = -6’. (w + dWidt7),. = 7,. 
Setting W = T, - hf. we find that M = &‘il and Min W = 7, - 6’ Jill/l. so that 7, = 
1(0+ ) + (6’ Ii 7’ I(. Inequality (14) then yields 
I(()+ 1 + 6’ I/ 7’ 1) 5 11 5 I(o+) + (E + 6’) 1) 7’ 11. 
Note that the upper and lower bounds differ by a term O(E). 
(I) 
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We illustrate the use oft 15) for the parabolic problem (IO) when (2 is the slab ~ .t-, I 2 
The full parabolic problem cannot be solved in closed form but ( 15) ncvertheicss rjv es 
us explicitly calculable. narrows bounds for fI Indeed. i'(.Y, ) satisfies 
so that 
and 
0 5 t, - I(c)+) - d’ 




The difference between the bounds is O(e) and we recall that /(O+ ) is knovvn cxplicitl!, 
from (9). 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that the exact time at which a specified fraction of solid is converted 
can be estimated in terms of a similar quantity for the pseudo-4tead!,-~tate problem. If 
the order of the solid reaction is less than one, full conversion occurs in finite time. The 
time to full conversion can then be accurately approximated by the corresponding. ex- 
plicitly calculable time to full conversion for the pseLldO-steady-state problem. 
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